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The Thinker, one of the figures for Rodin's uncompletedproject the Gate of Hell, designed about I889.
Bronze; height, 27 inches. The Museum also has an example in plaster. Gift of Thomas FortuneRyan, I9IO
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Madame X, a portrait by Rodin of Anne Elisabeth Brancovan, Countess of Noailles. This marble sculpture, the original example, was made about 9o07. Height, Ig 12 inches. Gift of Thomas Fortune Ryan, I9Io
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monument to his dedicated concentration on
representing living forms in such a way that they
suggest emotions and ideas. His sculptures, in
spite of the literary titles which they may have
been given, are essentially studies in plastic
form, quite unlike the literary or story-telling
sculpture of his contemporaries.
most
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beautiful and most significant form was the
human body in motion. In the representation of
the subtly flowing geometry of the living, moving
man or woman Rodin found what was for him
the whole meaning of sculpture. His singleminded absorption in this complex problem
eventually transformed him from a merely skillful modeler into a powerful artist able to say
important things about life and humanity. As
the naturalistic impressionism of his style developed he was able to translate the commonplace realities of plain anatomical fact into the
expressive language of sculpture. His vibrant
figures capture the flowing motion of living
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forms. They seem to strike upon the eye as the
deep voices of great bronze bells pulse and resound upon the ear, shaking the very atmosphere
with their vitality. This is the effect of the mysterious power of Rodin's hand that endowed his
sculpture with qualities of an enduring interest
beyond the now dated fads and fancies of the
art of his time.
Another reason for Rodin's continuing popularity is that he saw in ordinary men and women
the beauty, the pathos, and the meaning of the
natural gestures of the human creature. He did
not use self-conscious professional models who
were trained to assume automatically the stock
postures and expressions of Greco-Roman statuary. His creatures, being ordinary people, speak
simply of basic human feelings which are instinctively recognized and accepted by everyone.
Although Rodin's sculpture is no longer considered very sensational the impact of his unorthodox visions upon the straight-laced Victorians and Edwardians of his own time may be
imagined. To such an audience the most shocking revelation of his work lies in the very fact
that his sculpture is not a matter of antiseptic
neo-classic gods and goddesses but men and
women wracked by powerful human feelingspain, sorrow, love, yearning, tenderness, and
despair. One feels that perhaps the naked emotions represented were more shocking in I890
than the nude figures in which these emotions
were embodied.
One of the most significant clues to Rodin's
attitude toward his own work is his remark that
his sculpture should be seen through eyes brimming with the tears of emotion.
His sculpture is emotional, but even at their
most melodramatic Rodin's ideas are never expressed in the flaccid, timeworn sculptural
cliches of the academic manner of his time. In
the main he seems to have avoided most of the
classic faults of French nineteenth-century sculpture by his boldly designed realization of living
forms. In some ways Rodin's sculpture is curiously un-French; in it he speaks of the human
race first and of French nationality afterwards.
This is perhaps a clue to the rapid expansion of
his fame throughout Europe and America and
to the sustained public interest in his work.

Rodin's sculpture has made an apparently indelible impression upon the popular imagination
(one needs only to name The Thinker), an impression which now appears to be as enduring
as the stone or bronze in which his sculpture is
preserved. To produce works of art which become familiar and widely accepted symbolsimages which are a living part of the mental
furniture of generations of men-this is the ultimate reward, the final triumph for an artist.
Many sculptors have copied the style and
work of Michelangelo, and in some of Rodin's
work his indebtedness to the Italian master is
clearly evident. Rodin's statue of Adam not only
shows the relation between the work of these
two sculptors but it also inevitably demonstrates
at the same time the wide divergence between
their feeling about sculpture and their ways of
seeing. Both Rodin and Michelangelo had the
divine gift-an ability to suffuse their works
with the mysterious appearance of life-but
their ways of arriving at this were quite different.
Michelangelo found his creatures encased in
hard blocks of stone, from which he cut them
free with mallet and chisel-his perception was
essentially glyptic; but Rodin built up and
modeled his figures in soft clay-his imagination, his feeling for sculpture was essentially
plastic.
The few etchings that Rodin made show his
hand to be that of a sculptor. He seemed to attack the metal plate not as a surface upon which
to draw but rather as a plastic medium in which
to carve an intaglio. His drawings, which fell
from his hands by the hundreds like autumn
leaves, are almost all rapid, shorthand sketches
recording with lightning speed his never-ending
search for form, his ceaseless delight in the momentary glimpse of the human figure in motion.
For many years Rodin's marble The Hand of
God has been studied and admired by the visitors
to our galleries. This curious work seems to have
a strange attractive power upon the imagination
of those who view it as a symbolic religious
image, the great hand of God gently molding
man and woman from the formless dust of the
earth and tenderly sheltering them. This work
suggests that God himself is the supreme sculptor
creating his own image-the final grand ab-
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straction. It also suggests an idea which some ture its ancient beauty, not as one who pointed
sculptors entertain of the godlike power in their the way to traditionless experimentation. But his
sensitive hands by means of which they try to work made it possible for men of another generacreate forms that seem, but only seem, to live.
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